**ASSET MANAGEMENT as a Service**

**ASSET MANAGEMENT** is an important part of an organization's business strategy that involves gathering detailed hardware and software inventory information which is then used to make key business decisions. 1901 Group’s Asset Management as-a-Service helps organizations administer their systems more effectively while saving time and money via automation and avoiding unnecessary asset purchases, while promoting the use of existing resources. 1901 Group’s Asset Management as-a-Service has a proven track record of customer benefits while being affordably priced.

---

**AVERAGE TIME TO REPORT**

tracked assets for tech refresh planning on similar sized networks.

- **CUSTOMER X** Using outdated manual process for asset management
- **CUSTOMER Y** Using 1901 Group’s Asset Management as-a-Service

300 HOURS

±37 WORK DAYS

3 MINUTES

6000x FASTER

With just this 1 instance of considerable time savings

**CUSTOMER Y** gains the following potential benefits:

**HOW it works!**

1. Network Inventory
2. 1901 Group’s Asset Management as-a-Service
3. Asset Tracking, Reporting, and Assets

1. **Network Inventory**
   - Real-time detailed inventory of all devices on the network
   - Compatibility
   - Maintenance
   - Warranty
   - Serial Numbers
   - Service, Parts, etc.

2. **1901 Group’s Asset Management as-a-Service**

3. **Asset Tracking, Reporting, and Assets**
   - Display a customizable report list of assets
   - Asset location
   - Contact information
   - Status tracking
   - Historical usage
   - Asset value
   - Usage status
   - To conduct an IT assets audit

---

**Enough time saved for a TEAM OF 4**

to complete a **2 WEEK PROJECT**

Approximately **$12,000 saved**

---

* Based on the response: Washington D.C. area average hours saved of 1 2-week employee's time by using vendor software.

---

**INFOGRAPHIC SERIES**

**1901 Group**

**1700 Group**

**ASSET MANAGEMENT as a Service**

1. **Network Inventory**
2. 1901 Group’s Asset Management as-a-Service
3. **Asset Tracking, Reporting, and Assets**

---

**1901 Group’s Asset Management as-a-Service** saves customers valuable time and resources using the following three-pronged approach: